As Historians we will learn about the history of North and
South America. We will look at tribes and historical cultural
beliefs.

As designers we will be creating our own pastel images on
the Amazon rainforest.

In SEALs our theme is ‘Good to be me.’ We will look at what
we do well and our skills and attributes. We will celebrate
our differences and similarities.

As Geographers we will focus on map skills and physical
geography. We will locate North and South America on
various maps and focus on specific locations such as the
Amazon and Mexico.

During Physical Education we will be developing our athletic
ability.

As computer technicians this term, we will continue to learn
about coding and how to debug an algorithm. We will
detect errors and correct them in programs.
As athletes we will develop our ability to play competitive
games such as tennis.

Social Moral Spiritual Cultural
We will reflect on the beliefs of ancient tribes
and look at how their rules and beliefs have
developed communities.

Knowledge and Understanding of the World
To develop our knowledge and understanding of
the world we will discuss the global issue of
deforestation.

Why?
We are learning about North and
South America in order to develop
our understanding of different
cultures and beliefs.

As Musicians we will develop our ability to use tuned and untuned percussion instruments in order to create tribal
music.

Extra Curricular
After School Clubs – booster groups.

Curriculum Drivers
Communities
As members of the community we will compare the
life of tribes in the Amazon to our own lives today.
We will discuss the similarities and differences in
lifestyles.

Emotional Awareness
In our emotional development we will continue to
learn about mindfulness and how to develop
gratitude and a positive mind set. We will focus on
controlling our breathing to de-stress.

